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UTHSC Interviews: Dr. Foster 

AH: Tell about the MD show and how you got involved in the MD show. 
Well channel 13 was interested several year s ago in doing a local production, and they" 
thought that the medical school was one of the best kept secrets in Dallas so as a 
consequence they thought that an k ideal local production would involve a television 
program emphasizing medicine and the medical school. • They approached Dr. Sprague 
about this I understand and he was enthusiastic . The way I got involved was that I 
had previously served on the school board in Dallas and in that role had been seen by 
13 people on Newsroom and other television programs and they thought it was barely 
possible that despite my amateurish :K status that I might be able to appear on such 
a programo So they ask me, I wasn't very enthusiastic, but Dr . Sprague was enthusisatic 
so I did it . .bndr And that was how we got started. We've done four seasons locally, all 
of them with guests from this campus. But the ratings of the program have been very 

good for public broadcasting and the people are interested in medicine, the guests have 
all been excellent and as a £Him consequence they wanted to get into the national 
producing business and they thought that this would be their first ~ venture. 
So as a first step they' re going through the Southeastern US on the Public Broadcasting 
System and ~ they've also submitted it for the possibility of national distribution 
but I really don't id know about that. 
So we'll be on somewhere between 100 and 120 stations starting in Xxmlxxt January. 
I also have guests from outside this campus for the first time. But still the bulk of 
the guests will be from this medical school. 
AH: Why have you thought it has been important enough to give so much of your time.? 
Well, I try to do this largely outside the regular hours of ... the school does take 
time and .. o but all of us are involved in things that we think are important to the local 
or the national community , and many of us serve on national scientific committees that 
take an enormous amount of iitx time. I'm an editor of two scientific journals which takes 
an enormous amount of time but I think that this program is worth doinr; , I might 
say parenthetically that I don't like tv, I mean I really don't like to be on it, but I 
think it's worth doing, both because it helps us from a PR standpoint to be known in the 
community. Ws a trememdous re t t the community, both the physicians and 
the public need to know about. That's a prime reason. The second thing is that I eel 
pretty strongly tliat it' s meeting a need that the public has to learn more about med1Cine. 
Doctors are s615'us that th e don't have time to sit down and talk with their atients 
about their illness, and since we talk about the maJor ica i enesses it's an o ortunity 
for peo le w o have these ise o m out thin El_ , up 
tq date, modern and~ and scientific but in lay language which they simply don't 
have time to learn for the physician. Not that he doesn't want to teach them , but he is 
simply so involved in takin care of th the can't s end 30 minutes· to' 
talk in detail a out such and illness. Now, it's not only the lay public which has responded, • we know this because of the letters and the phone calls that we et but man doctors in 
smal~ommunities w , 1 or exas, watch the program , thus even though it's 
~es at a li>y audience, theXliiXilltX facts are up to date, and doctors tell me that the learn 

ow in the field or are so busy that they haven't cau ht u to 
t ese thmgs--:, So we wa s I alwa s con rsit o ve tw functions, 
i!,.is as._pr . Seldin has often and eloquently said it exists as a cammun tty of scholars to 
~chieve new information :k and research. but in addition to that it p~rforms a service to the 
public and · · which it finds itself. , and from which it draws its su ort . 

his is our feedback back into the commum y •.. we I think u rade medical standards 
by teaching • ost ra ua e ~ courses an a umber of other thin s and I consider o 
be simply one more aspect of our con ribution back into the community 1Ilhcik which supports . 
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~ by its tax dollars. So I do it not because I like television, as I said I don't, but 
because li believe this is part of the obligation the university has to its constituency. 
?What kind of feedback do you get from Dr. Sprague? 
I l5hl don't know. I guess he likes it. In fact he talked to me about being on a program. I 
want to have him on the program one of these thins. I think he's very pleasedo We've had 
a . o it's just that people are interested in medicine and the guests have been outstanding, 
but we've really had a very surprizing response to the program. I would say he's pleased. 
How do you decide on a particular topic? 
Well, Imingt do that in two ways. I might have somebody that I think I would like to 
, that I know has done something new, for example when Dr.Bonte an 

i a ever been presented at a scientific :.lDIRNx meeting, i n-otn~s I lmaxx knew that 
this was a new technique, that people would have wide interests so I decided to do that 
6ecause of the-:-::- something tbt that I knew w me times its because 
I think somebody is very articulate and warm and I think people woudl like to get to 
know the doctors as a person by seeing them. But most of the time it's by choosing 
the major diseases of immix man, about whicn there are a lot of misconceptions and 
- ths and we that we would like to teach the public about. So if you look over the 
52 or so programs that we've one so far, you :sRRX in ese are b and large 
the common pro s-tl'mt we ve a ways a e about. Al the major killers of western 
man. 9 ccassionally we'll throw in something on research and a rare disease but 

"bYand lar e they' re the common things that afflic e most atients. 
?Your guests have up i now come from UTHSC? 
Yes one of my condidtions for doing the program to start off was that I would have 
no one on who was not a full time academic~ physician. The reason for 
that was very practical, if I 1ve got 200 surgeons in:ippc private practice in fown 
and I choose one of them to be on the program then immediately there's a the problem 
of jealously etc, etc. We're not in <XX competition we only see patinets in consultation 
with other doctors, we as a consequence can't be accused of any subliminal advertising. 
or anything of that sort. So all my guests have been full time academicians. Another 
reaseon for that is that they would be the ~NR people who would be in the forefront of medical 
knowledge as well and they are by profession teachers so they ought to be , they ought to 
be good. But that's the reason for the academecians, and because we were largely going 
in solely in the NOrth Texas area in the original four~ seasons, it seemed 
natural to have all the guests from here. Costs a lot of money to bring people in from 
out of town. We're doing that on the new series. 
of course that's very expensive because we take our film crew to the city of origin to 
film the physician in situ there and then we fly them down here to actually tape the 
program so •• o. Cecil and Ida Green of course expanded their support of the -program very 
extensively to allow this to happen so •.. 
? Curriculum? 
I would say this that I thin I represen a very large majority of the faculty who is 
very :max much in favor of maintaining this ins i ion as an old fashioned American 
~edical school. As ou probabl know there's a trememdous pressure has been 
over the la;trew ears, to moommtx d' ntle t em edical edu:cation that 
made American medicin the greatest in the worldo 

fl..,Cxp#~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ese sort of fly by night , a 
model was esta is ed which c nd ri orous training in the basic 
sciences, followed by two years of training in the clinic sciences. 
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Before the MD degree was awarded. There's sort of an anti- intellectual climate going 
on in medicine and the country as a whole and many medical schools have abandoned 
that model. I've been in many of them because I've been in national~ positions 
which required me to visit other medical schools. The idea of the need for basic 
science training has in many schools been dissipated. The idea that one can shorten 
medical training, that one does not have to be rigourous is very , is very prevalent 
today.And I think that's a tragic mistake because it's only in Bl:xK the last couple of 
~ desades that medicine has be; ome a sem·- cine really. Mx ~ 

aybe four decades. h 11 ..... "'......._....,. __ 
ugs, w e can o thin~mea,~'t)tt:-ttfww-r-e-a,U:y-i ' en a e 

based on hard science. And most of the great advances have been made in basic 
a ora or.ies and not in the a clinical science laborato • And so to 

~ dismantle this machinery means two things. One that new advances wont' 
come, in other words the solution to cancer w:.on 1Lciiilie out of testing a bunch of ,... 
drugs that will kill it, it's goin t om.Eb rkin with enes, you know 
an finds out how to modulate them. Just like am· rob' lo ists discovered penecillin 
;y:ou now that's the way 1 gomg to tfti. But if you don't have basic science departments 
there's no place f sic x~ ~xx scientists 
me.dical schools is where they work b an ar e. There are a fe search instit tes. 

u the great basic x~~ scientists work in medical schools. And if 
you don't have jobs for them wh t teach in medical 
~chools that's one bad thing . But the s e cond-thi ng which I think most people don't 
realize, you could argue that you ought to have basic divisions even if they didn't 
teach ·ust to accomplish these things I htink, but more important from my S'tmrdpoint 
is the clinicians, somebo y who ta es care of sick peopleo ere s e recognition 
that you can't understand any modern disease untill you understand it biochemically. 
It's not just in the journal of clinical investigation that one finds so histicated biO: 
Cliemistry , you read the journal of the MA or theNew England journal o e 1cme 
or the American journal of surgery, which is what the practitioner's reading, and 
modern diseases are descn e 1 01oclliffil1cal terms. I mean sickle cell anemia is 
a disease in wiiclJ. which the hemo lobin has one amino acid substitution. Now if a student 

1ias never' learned what an enzy;me is or what an amino acid is or w at a substitution 
does to the oxygen dissocia:tio can't even read the literature. So he's 
p rogramed to be obslescent about a year after he 's out of medical school if he's not 
trained in the basic sciences. on see . r(fc}n'i"t care that he knows all the sophisticated 
chimetics of an enzyme like the biochemists know, or that he understands the details of 
molecular biology like the microbiologists know, but he has to know the terminology 
and the vocabulary so he can keep up to date you see. Heart xxx attacks are not going to 
be understood by somebody who doesn't know how cholesterol gets deposited in a blood 
vessle. So, I like the kind of medical school we have because we have held to the model 
of rigouroug training in basic science. our students are known through out the state 

and elsewhere as being superb clinicians , that is they come out of medical school and 
~~~~ftiooi:Kximx~ 
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the idea develops that you have a r e rch faculty and you have a clinical faculty 
and those tcwtwo things are disti but what has merged here is the idea that_ 

! 
the clinician and the investigator are the same person. So that he is involved in 
both aspects of these. a. We think it's very important that a student know something 
about let's say the pathophysiology of hemolytic anemia. A situation where the red 
blood cells break down too rapidly in the 9N blood streamo But that's of no avail to 
him if he can't also feel the spleen. OK He's got to be able to tNX do a physical 
examination to make the diagnosis. So we're not either I or but we're both/and. 
We kilekxma: like our students to be firmly grounded in the :x hard basic sciences 
and then we build on that clinnically, because we try to teach them not to learn 
E:mdlc medicine like a cookbook, you know if you've got toxemia pregnancy, this is 
what you do 1-2- 3-4-5, but to learn the pathophysiology because sometimes you want 
to take step 4 m before you take 2. ~ And that ~ reql\ires thinking 
physiologically. fr don't know whether I'm making myself clea:ij, but that's 
what we try to do \ ere and that's why I'm so firmly in favor of the sort fo 
curriculum which is getting old fashioned now in many medical schools, which says 
you go to learn these things lmEx before you become a good gt. doctor. 
?That sort of meeical treatment is the least expensive too isn't it? ____ "-"7"--

"Th~f-medicYie---.-m.~ecrple-get~ t selves, be~e 
ou er~ had treatment , the infectuous diseases, we'vy ftc reased 

t =age :which people die but you know we haven't stopped the numP,e".f who die 
of viously, y 've just changed, .•. if you daxxx don't die from o efthing you're 
g ing to die fro nother. , eventually. And maybe a poorly: ained doctor, one 
o these cookbook do ors, will do just as well, I don't o there are no hard figures, 
1 t's say 85%-90% of the atien1s he treats, maybe 9 o of them will be the same as 
t e ones that I would treat. ean if he doesn't ow the thing :s: x physiologically and 

o forth. But it's that edge oft e difExx dit ·cult cases, that~ 5% or 10% where 
eing able to think physiologically kes Ke difference, you know that you're going 

t :s:x save, where the intervention is to make a difference, inother words how 

!
u intervene is life saving. and I , mk ou ind of doctor resorts tooo Now there 
an economic import too. I' on a big kick r· ht now trying to get away from the 

ea that you have to do eve laboratory test in e y patient to have a complete work- up. 
I hat's foolish, kn that osts a lot of money and yet o ~of the modern trends is just 
to run the 9Nldxx bloo and everything through the autoanal:y, er and make all you r 
decisions and dia oses on the basis of laboratory tests. Now that's 
J here an econo ic , when to hospitaliz3, when not, if you thinL hysiologivally, 
I think that's here the difference is, I might choose, knowing wha 's going on with 
t e ~ · ease not to put someone in the hospital where somebody w· h ..• says all 

tients with :Rxx iotoxase (?) ought tocome in the hospital and get e laboratory 
te t . is cheaper t I don't thi that' he primary benefit. 
? or w o i uence the balance ac ieve ere? \ 
I elon'1 IHHW if JT coalli n.8a1'1 dwur su1 QP 0 }iH!H!Ro u u S nu~ 1ht §!faA , even when this 
mdmk school was in shacks, we always ~had distinguished people here ::mJ.l<Nx in 
the deanship and in the chairman of major departments . .. you look back even when we 
were in the shacks you had a Tinsley Harrison as chairman of meidcine or ~ Carl, 
Moyers as chairman of surgery, or you had a dean like Agard, you know who were 
very img enlightened people. But it's my opinion subject to the charge of bias because 
he's also my friend &Ex and the chairman that the premier influence here throught the 
years was Donald Seldin. 
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I think he • o • I think he ;s the greatest man in Ameriqan medicine and that he holds to 
a vision of what medical education is that he's sort of a modern day Jeremiah, you 
know, he's sort ix of .• not really alone, but~ he's holding to this you know really 
almost pleading for~ the maintenance offtft: this model which has been so 
great and made American medicine the gmxstx greatest. Used to be, even when I 
came up maybe twenty or thirty years ago it was common to go away from the US 
to get your training in Europe and so forth, now everybody wants to come here to 
study. You know, and that's the result of this model and he had that vision h~ I 
think, maybe he's even gone a little bit overboard, he was so i~sistent t~ ~ lfasic 
sciences be strong that he was w:ftx often times willing to constra~~growth of 
his own department in terms of space and resources to be c~a:ln that the basic 
sciences grew, and what we see on the campus now is , ~know almost palacial. 
Buildings for the basic sciences, and many of us w . 've been here for a long time, 
I'm in the same~ shabby laboratory th was,youknowo o o but that's OK 
I mean • • . I think it's got unbalanced a l" bit, I think we need some more space 
and support now. But it was his influe and his dream of the combination clinician 
investigator who was grounded in rese~rch and rounded in atient care and rou ed 
in teachin , ou ow the traditional three part model of medical education that the 
medical school c mician should be the investigator who ublishes in distin uishe 
journ;ils, who teaches me ical students, and t raduate com onen s of our SNE"i!mxt 
~society, a is physicians · ract· interns andresidents but who 

€1-lso takes care o patine s, Jle'.s ::omot hidden 3lllEflXXX away in an ivory o tti-he 
_actually sees sick peo le ou knowo And knows the distress nd anxieties, 

and so forth o those who are sick. This is the mo el that he develo ed. 
w n b other 

individuals but if I had to single out one pe.rs.!m t at~ who it would be. . "'----
s ?Name some other Flexner model schools in the US? 

Washington University at Sto Louis, is another school which has held to this model, 
very well, I think that one can name other schools that do this, I think Vanderbilt, 
Uf:ee{ attempts to do this, University of Washington at Seattle I think attempts to hold 
onto this model in the past I had thought that Harvard did too, though fueyx their model 
differs a little bit in that there's not as much input from a full time faculty into their 
hospital teaching situation, but I don't want to be quoted on that, that's a judgement ••• 
it may not be fair. But there are other schools, I think, in my opinion the best schools 
in the country have held onto that modeL • So if you wanted to make a list of what most 
people would say were the outstanding medical schools in the .country by and large 
I think it would be fairly close correlation between holding to this model. Now this 
NNRxxx doesn't mean that studEnts that come.IDlXK out of the schools that have xmKX changed 
aren't k~ bright and can't learn, but we takeinterns from all over the country and I 
think there's a big difference in the way that interns who come from schools that don't 
have this strong training react as compared with those who come out of our oun school. 
?Can you say something about ethics? 
It's very complicated, but I can say this ... I was chairman of the human research committee. 
for (I'm on many committees .•. ) m but I did spend several years as abdxx chairman of the 
human research committee and very simply for many years ::ee experiments N.x were done 
on humans that were essentially unregulated. Now I think that there were very few 
abuses idl'adx of this:mn but:i:X;Ex it's clear that there were circumstances in which doctors 
did experiments on humans, oftentimes themselves by the way, which had danger involved 
in them and following WWTI with the sort of horrible medical experiments that were done 
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in Nazi Germany and so forth there was a generalized revulsion in the world 
against human experimentation and it was there was a very strong wish among 
many people that no human being exploited , and particularly no human being who 
might in some sense be coerced like a prisoner or a young person or something 
of this sort. So basically now every institution and every individual investigator 
whoilt:lxk has a~ grant, must give assurance to the granting agency and to :iib:i:ecx 
the university that the experiments that he does on patients involve several things 
but the preeminent thia.g is that there be~informed consent. That is to say that 
the subject know fully the risks as well as the possible benefist to both himself 
and to society from the experiment which is being carried out. Now it's almost 
impossible to advance in medicine without doing human experiments so it's 
EXWixx critically important to maintain the concept of human experimentation, but 
it must be carefully modulated to be sure that:itkexs: thereX1rnxxx are no abuses. 
Now there are many types of human experimentation that are perfectly sate 
that is to say it really involves measuring let's say a blood constitutent <IDir CR urine 
constitutenbd: where somebody is being treated for a disease as he would ordinarily 
be treated and that has essentially no risk and the human research committee does 
not balk at all. All they want you to do is to RX tell the patient that you're taking 
their blood not for threapeutic purposes but you're going to usex some of it for 
research, most patients are perfectly willing to do that. There are other 
circumstances in which one may do human research in which there's a slights rg 
amount of risk but it's very minimal and this can be spelled out. For example 
an experiment in which radioisotopes, radioactive isotopes were used to measure 
the production of some body chemicaL But you get very low levels which have been 
determined not to be dangerous and that you give them in a form which is rapidly 
eliminated from the body and so this is safe, but you tell them that there is a risk 
involved ... there are other situations in which there may be significant risks, but 
that the potential benefit is even greater than the risk and aililx often times a human 
research committee will approve that. For example we have several patients here 
that have been studied by Dr. s Goldstein:xii:K and bBrown that have young children who 
have a disease of hypercholesterolemia who have heart attacks before they' re the age 
of ten and die very young OK. Well we are applying to use a new and~ experimental 
drug to lower the serum cholesterol on that, under circumstances where the drug has 
not been given to humans it may have potential danger, but we know they're going to 
die very rapidly if we don't do something and under those circumstances since XRX in 
experimental animals this will lower the serum cholesterol very dramatically, we may 
get informed consent from the patient or the patient's family to try something which 
may prolong or . o. his life or bring him comfort in a stiuation where there is no other 
opportunity for comfort. Which has high risk, but that the chance for benefit is even 
higher. Occassionally one will have a situation where there's no potential benefit to 
the individual but there's very rich potential benefit to the society in which a person may 
voluntarily choose to participate in an experiment. And human reseach committees may 
approve that also. For example aax: a patient who's known to have extensive cancer and 
knows that his life expectancy is short may agree to the use of a toxic drug in the hope 
that something may be learned that may eventually lead to an advance in the treatment 
of oo:rx cancer in which it has no potential benefit for him at allo But his has to all be 
spelled out. So now in every university there's a committee of 8 orlO people usually 
who go over each research grant involving a human being to determine its safety, to 
determine if informed consent is rigidly adhered to and that the risk to the patient is 
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is not out of proportion to potential benefit to him and his society. It's a ve r y 
important thing to do . On the other hand one has to . seperate out the sort of 
hyperemotional response, amongst some people which would tent to cripple all 
research with humans . There's a very strong movement for example to do no 
experiments on abortuses or fetuses. That's coupled with the emotional response 
of people who don't want to have abortions done under any circumstances. Now 
without making any judgement on the rightness and wrongness of abortion for 
any reason, there are clearly circumstances where spontaneous abortion, occurs 
or where the mother's life is so threatened that the fetus has to :rbe taken, and to 
ban research on that because of the emotional response against abortion seems to 
be counterproductive. Because there are many things we need to learn about 
genetic diseases which are assuming an increasing propostion of the diseases of 
man, which can only be studied in human fetuses you see . .. so there are many 
complicated issues that are involved ·n mdeical ethics and research alon these 
me i a e ours to discuss them. The onl thing I want to emphasise is that 

our umvers1 y is committed and our faculty is committed to the viewpointt that 
the person who laces his life and his hea th · h th~ust 
be au assured that the h sician res ect and dignity an 
safe uard it in all aspects and that if he chooses to art" · . e ·n some advancement 
~ the fight against disease he does that in a fully informe~o e does it 
by choice and not by any sort of ~ coertion. -
? some of your research? -
Dr. Denis McGary , my colleague, and I work primarily in the area of what's called 
ketogenesis. Ketone bodies are strong acids that are produced under the aircumstances 
of diabetic coma . In other words when a diabetec person goes into coma he goes into 
coma because he has a amrked increase in the concentration of these ketone bodies or 
ketone acids in his bloodo For the last several years we have been working out the 
biochemical mechanism why , how this process im: iscontrolled and I think it's ~ 
fair to say that we have HxBIDolx developed the current working model of ketogenesis 
which is now widely accepted as being correct and really quite opposite to the 
viewpoint that was held only a few years ago . In fact when I published my first paper 
questioning the dogma of ketone body production in 1967 I had a hard time getting it 
published because there was such a fixed as to how this was done so we a r e now 
narrowing thatdown further and further and really working at the subcelluar level 
to try to understant the changes that •• in RX enzymes and molecular reactions that 
control this process. We've also worked out some inhibitiors of the enzymes that make 
these ketone bodies that we think may have very major impact on robe the Blm:x therapy 
of diabetic coma in certain instances . But those, the use of these~ compounds is 
just now being carried out~ in animals and we have not done any human experiments. 
yet It will be a while before the toxic studies are finished. So we work in :::anutlffilid 4 
the area of diabetes primarily. 


